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Big brother meaning in urdu

Dictionary Idioms Quotes Common Words Big brother meanings in Urdu is  ﺑﮍاbig brother in Urdu. More meanings of older brother, is definitions, example sentences, related words, expressions and quotes.  ﺑﮍا الPlease find 2 English and definitions related to the word Big brother. (noun) : a older brother (noun): a totalitarian leader and
privacy invader Alongside the big brotherBig brown bat Previously to the Big brotherBig board English0اااااGreed is the envy of his older brothers ا
 اااا اا ا ﺳ ﺑﮍا ﺳ ﺑﮍاto understand you translate the word Big brother into Urdu, you can take help from words closely related to the older brother or is Urdu translations. Some of these
words can also be considered big brother synonyms. If you want even more details, you can also consider checking all definitions of the word Big brother. If there is a match we also include idioms &amp; quotes that either use this word or its translations into them or use any of the associated words in English or Urdu translations. These
phrases or quotes can also be taken as a literary example of how to use the older brother in a sentence. If you have problems reading in Urdu we have also provided these meanings in urdu novel. We have tried our best level to give you as much detail as possible on how to tell your older brother in Urdu as possible, so that you can
correctly understand English to urdu translation. We encourage everyone to help add more meanings to MeaningIn Dictionary by adding English to Urdu translations, Urdu to Urdu Roman transliterations and Urdu to English translations. This will improve our from English to Urdu Dictionary, Urdu to English Dictionary, English to Urdu
translation idioms and Urdu to English Idioms translations. Although I added all the meanings of the older brother with the greatest care, but there could be human errors in translation. So if you encounter any problem in our translation service, please feel free to correct it on the spot. All you need to do is click here and send the correction.
 ﺑﮍاthe definition of big brother? The definition of the older brother are a totalitarian leader older brother and invader of intimacyWhat are the expressions related to the older brother? Here are the phrases that are related to the word big brother. Greed is the envy of older brothersWhat are the quotations with the word older brother? Here
are quoted with the word big brother in them Jazz is the older brother of the blues. If a guy plays blues like us, he's in high school. When he starts playing jazz it's like going to college, to a higher education school. — B.B. KingThe PRC is the older brother in this relationship and has to be generous with Taiwan in this regard in a way that
could do much to defuse this problem domestically in Taiwan. — — Kirby -Reader's Dictionary The most trusted dictionary with over 200K words, phrases and their meanings Urdu Meanings, Pronunciation and Synonyms: English to Urdu Meaning: Word Pronunciation: Favorite Store: Big - ﺑﮍBrother - االOAlte Refferences: English to
Urdu Dictionary: Big Brother Meaning and Definitions of Big Brother, Urdu language translation for older brother with similar words and opposite. Also find the spoken pronunciation of the older brother in Urdu and in English. Tags for the entry of the older brother What does the older brother mean in Urdu, the big brother meaning in Urdu,
the definition of the older brother, examples and the pronunciation of the older brother in the Urdu language. Android App iPhone App Your Favorite Words Home Search History » English Urdu Dictionary » Big Brother Big Brother Meaning Urdu Translation Kya Matlab Mane answers the question, What is the meaning - Meaning in Urdu
Mean Means Matlab manay
Kaya matalab he hai kya 2 Big Brother Meaning in English at Urdu is  ﻣﯿﮟ۱۹۸۴ , ﺟﯿﺴ ﮐ ﻤ رﺳﺎں, so it is written in Urdu and, so it is written in Urdu Roman. There are many synonyms of Big Brother that include Aashia, Ample, Awash, Brimming, Voluminous, Bull, Burly, Capacious, Colossal,
Commodore, Considerable, Abundant, Crowded, Enormous, Extensive, Fat, Full, Gigantic, Hefty, Huge, Hulking, Husky, Huge, Jumbo, Mammoth, Massive, Monster, Packed, Ponderous, Roomy, Sizable, Spacious, Strapping, Filled, Substantial, Extraordinary, Vast, Voluminous, Whopper, Whopping, Prodigios, etc.  ﻤto  رﺳﺎںto do so
 ﻣﯿﮟ۱۹۸۴  ﻣﯿﮟ ﺟﯿﺴ ﮐ رﺳﺎں ﻤ۱۹۸۴  اااا) ﺟﯿﺴ ﮐ اال ااا لBig Brother in Urdu, it is important to understand the word properly when translating it from English to Urdu. There are always several meanings of each word in Urdu, the correct meaning of Big Brother in Urdu is  ﻤ رﺳﺎںin ۱۹۸۴  ﻣﯿﮟ ﺟﯿﺴ ﮐ, and in the Roman language we
write it . The other meanings are. There are also several words similar to Big Brother in our dictionary, which are Aashia, Ample, Awash, Brimming, Voluminous, Bull, Burly, Capacious, Colossal, Compassionate, Considerable, Abundant, Crowded, Enormous, Extensive, Fat, Full, Gigantic, Voinic, Huge, Hulking, Husky, Huge, Jumbo,
Mammoth, Massive, Monster, Packed, Ponderous, Roomy, Considerable, Spacious, Strapping, Filled, Substantial, Enormous, Vast, Voluminous, Whopper, Whopper and Pro Aside from similar words, there are always opposite words in the dictionary too, the opposite words for Big Brother are Teen, Baby, Blah, Bland, Dull, Humble, Poor,
Insignificant, Infant, Infant, Insignificant, Juvenile, Little, Miniature, Minute, Poor, Selfish, Shy, Easy, Small, Teeny, Thin, Tiny, Ungenerous, Unimportant, Unforgiving and Unconfident. After the translation from English to Urdu by Big Brother, if you have problems in pronunciation than you can hear audio of it in the online dictionary.
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